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In order to advance the potential of thick on-chip hard magnets for the micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS), we investigate 
a new silicon molding technique to fabricate dry-packed NdFeB magnets, including a silicon compression tool, which enables the 
pressing step during silicon-compatible processing. This process delivers samples with a remanence of 0.42 T and an energy product 
of 38 kJ/m3. Further studies of metal molding show that, for wax-bonding powder-based NdFeB magnets, the optimum fabrication 
condition is 300 ◦C and 425 MPa, giving a remanence of 0.54 T and an energy product of 61.7 kJ/m3. 

Index Terms— Bonded magnet, hot-pressing, neodymium iron boron (NdFeB), permanent magnet. 

 
PPLICATIONS of permanent magnets are ubiquitous in the micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS). However, 

there are numerous limitations with on-chip permanent mag- net fabrication [1], including limited fabrication conditions, non-
repeatability, and requirements for lithography and dura- bility. Numerous efforts have been made to achieve high- performance 
on-chip hard magnets, among which NdFeB powder-based hard magnets have unique advantages in rema- nence, thickness, and 
fabrication repeatability. Wang et al. 
[2] reported dry-packed hard magnets using different binding wax weight percentages, but the bonding was relatively weak and 
the maximum energy product was only 16.6 kJ/m3. Romero et al. [3] proposed to use a polymer to bond the microparticles, where 
the as-fabricated thick films had a maximum of 0.7 T remanence magnetic flux density, but this method is unsuited for patterned 
magnets, which is indispensable for MEMS application. Screen printing [4], 
[5] is also a commonly used fabrication method, but the magnet thickness is relatively thin among powder-based hard magnets. 
A major drawback of the powder-based magnet is its relatively low powder loading factor. For the dry-packing magnets, the 
powder is squeegeed into the pre-etched cavities, and without the pressure applied, there will be considerable space between the 
powders. By contrast, for the scenario of screen-printing or spin casting, the higher powder loading factor in the ink will increase 
its viscosity and, hence, the difficulty of the material deposition. The low loading factor ay cause a low sample density and, 
hence, low remanence. Moreover, the rotation and vibration of the unfixed particles g the demagnetizing process lead to low 
coercive fields. is work, we present a new dry packing methodology ltaneously incorporates the silicon mold and silicon 

n tool, which first demonstrates the hot-pressing microfabrication. The maximum achieved rema- flux density is 0.42 T, and the 
maximum 

s 38 kJ/m3. Table I shows that the as- have superior performance among silicon sed magnets, as well as a relatively large 
dry-packing methodology. These fea- s fabrication technique has potential applications requiring high mag- 

rvesting and microwave devices. fabrication conditions, a sys- ed pressure and temperature e hard magnets fabricated 
300 ◦C provided the 
0 MPa did not alter 

he fragility of the essing process is ocessing; how- 
e utilized for ement. 
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COMPARISON BETWEEN THIS WORK AND PERFORMANCE OF POWDER-BASED ON-CHIP MAGNETS FROM RELATED WORKS 

 
Fig. 1. (a) Fabrication process of the dry-packed on-chip hard magnet. 
(b) Optical image of the dry-packed on-chip hard magnet. 
 
percentage of 6%, where the melting point of the binding wax is approximately 80 ◦C. 

As shown in Fig. 1(a), by using the same photolithography 
mask, positive and negative photoresists were adopted to make the silicon mold and the silicon compression tool by deep 
reactive ion etching (DRIE) process, respectively. The mold was etched as 500 µm deep cavities, while the compression tool 
is a silicon chip with some extrusions on top to apply the pressure during the fabrication. The mold and compression tools were 
fabricated in batch and diced into pieces afterward. The mixed powder was packed into the pre-etched cavities 
using a flat edge tool, followed by heating to 100 ◦C, and then, cooled down to room temperature. A 1000 Oe magnetic 
field was applied in an out-of-plane direction by a commercial bulk magnet, and a maximum of 10 MPa pressure was applied during 
the packing, heating, and cooling down process. The as-fabricated samples were then characterized in a Quantum Design 
MPMS SQUID magnetometer with a maximum of 5 T out-of-plane magnetic field applied at room temperature. The depth of the 
trench was measured by an electronic thickness 
 
 
drop indicator before and after powder mixture packing to calibrate the thickness of the sample. Dry-packed samples with no 
pressure and magnetic field applied were also fabricated as comparisons. 

A series of hard magnet samples were fabricated in a 1/8 in diameter cylinder metal mold. The powder mixture mentioned above 
was packed into the mold and pre-heated to the target temperature, and the mold was placed in a hydraulic compression tool for a 
10 s hot-pressing process, using various 
pressures applied for the samples fabricated under 100 ◦C and 300 ◦C. The samples were demolded, and the M H loop was 
carried out at room temperature using a vibrating 
sample magnetometer (VSM), with a maximum magnetic field of 2.2 T. Currently, the pressure applied in this process is not 
compatible with silicon molding process. The purpose of fabricating a series of hot-pressed hard magnets in the metal mold is 
optimizing the hot-pressing process flow on the fabrication condition for the hard magnet samples with sizes suitable for MEMS 
application. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Dry-Packed NdFeB Hard Magnet on Silicon 

In general, the magnetization of a single multi-domain particle includes domain wall motion and domain rotation process. When 
a sufficiently high magnetizing field is applied and removed, the magnetization of each domain rotates back to its original direction. 
Meanwhile, the domain wall distribution remains the same as it is in a saturated state, which renders a remanence Br. An out-of-
plane magnetic field applied during the fabrication would align the magnetic powder such that the remanence Br induced by 
domain wall distribution has its maximum value. 
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Fig. 2.      M   H loop measurement results of dry-packing hard magnet fabricated with 0 Oe and 1000 Oe out-of-plane magnetic field applied. 
 
Fig. 3. Optical image of the hot-pressed hard magnet and SEM image of its cross-sectional inner structure. 
 

The optical image of an as-fabricated magnet is shown in Fig. 1(b), where the silicon mold was etched into 900 900 µm2. 
The thickness of the sample is 0.36 mm. Due to the pressure applied during the powder packing process, the trench was not 
completely filled. The magnetic properties of on-chip, dry-packed magnets with and without 10 MPa pressure and 1000 Oe out-
of-plane magnetic field applied are shown in Fig. 2. The sample processed with applied field and pressure yielded a remanence 
Br of 0.42 T and a maximum energy product of 38 kJ/m3, namely, a 0.05 T and 10 kJ/m3 improvement over samples processed 
without hot-pressing. The coercive field of the best samples was in the range of 690–710 kA/m. 

It is worthy to mention that, to exclude the impact of different sample dimensions and reflect purely the material property, a 
thickness-dependent correction on demagnetizing field performed in (1) should be adopted to calculate the 
 
Fig. 4. (a) M H loop measurement results of hot-pressed hard magnet fabricated under 300 ◦C and 425 MPa. (b) Energy product curve of hot-pressed hard magnet 
fabricated under 300 ◦C and 425 MPa. 

effective applied field and energy product [11]. In (1), Heff and Happlied are the effective and applied magnetic fields, respectively, 
N is the demagnetizing factor in the measurement direction, and M is the magnetization. The demagnetizing factor N in the vertical 
direction of cylinder samples is given in (2), where A is the ratio of the sample thickness and the sample radius [12] 

− 

− 



Heff = Happlied − NM                       (1) 

Nz = 1/ 2 A/ π + 1 .           (2) 

A kink was observed in the demagnetizing curve of both samples; this was caused by the relatively poor bonding condition of 
on-chip hard magnets. The unbonded powder rotation would cause drastic magnetization decreasing in the low demagnetizing 
field region. 

B. Hot-Pressed NdFeB Hard Magnet 
As stated before, a series of hot-pressed samples were fabricated in the metal mold under different temperatures and pressures. 

The applied pressure ranged from 100 to 850 MPa and the processing temperature ranged from room temperature 
to 400 ◦C. The image of the sample is shown in Fig. 3. The diameter of the samples was 1/8 in, and the thicknesses were 

ranging from 0.56 to 1.25 mm, which gave demagnetizing factors ranging from 0.5 to 0.71. The thicknesses of these 
samples varied because of the fabrication condition difference and the material mass variation among the samples. The 

demagnetizing field correction would eliminate impacts on energy product calculation brought by the thickness variation. 
The VSM measurement indicated that the sample with the best remanence Br and maximum energy product BHmax was 

fabricated under 300 ◦C and 425 MPa. The M H loop is shown in Fig. 4(a). A remanence Br of 0.54 T and a maximum energy 
product BHmax of 61.7 kJ/m3 were observed. The 
better bonding condition compared to that of silicon-molding magnet eliminated the kink in the low applied field region. For the 
sample fabricated under 300 ◦C and 425 MPa, the energy product-effective magnetic field curve is depicted in Fig. 4(b). The 
maximum energy product was achieved under an effective 
demagnetizing field of 200 Oe. 

1) Impact of Processing Pressure: According to the datasheet, the magnetic powder MQFP-B (D50 25 µm) has an apparent 
density of 2 g/cc, which is 26% of the density of NdFeB alloy. With the hot-pressing process, the density of 
the samples can achieve as high as 5.9 g/cc under 300 ◦C and 850 MPa. Fig. 5 shows the variation in the energy product and 
remanence as a function of pressure for samples processed at 
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Fig. 5. (a) Energy product BHmax of hot-pressed hard magnets fabricated under 300 ◦C and 100 ◦C with different pressures. (b) Remanence Br of hot-
pressed hard magnets fabricated under 300 ◦C and 100 ◦C with different pressures. 
Fig. 6. (a) Temperature-dependent sample density under 425 MPa. (b) Best hot-pressed hard magnet performance under different temperatures. 
100 ◦C and 300 ◦C. However, the sample performance did not constantly increase with higher pressure with 100 ◦C and 300 
◦C temperature conditions; rather, the energy product was relatively constant in the range of 53–62 kJ/m3 under 300 ◦C and 36–
47 kJ/m3 under 100 ◦C. This was presumably due to the smaller particle size brought by the intense pressing 
process. Compared with the powder average size of 25 µm, Fig. 3 showed a particle size in the range of 5–20 µm. The smaller 
particle size deteriorated the bonding condition, induc- ing a porous inner structure, and, consequently, diminished the demagnetizing 
performance in remanence and intrinsic coer- civity. This effect contradicted with high-pressure compres- sion, preventing 
further performance enhancement introduced by the hot-pressing process. 

2) Impact of Processing Temperature: The variation of sample density with different temperature treatments under 425 MPa 
pressure and the impact of temperature on magnet performance are shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b), respectively. The increase in the 
temperature indeed imposed a higher density upon the samples. Under room temperature, the density 
was 4.58 g/cc, while a hot-pressing process under 400 ◦C delivered a density of 5.7 g/cc. Note that there were few additional 
compacting effects beyond 300 ◦C. However, while the hot-pressing can boost energy product more than 1.6 times, 
there was a clear indication that the remanence and the energy product were reduced when a temperature higher than 300 ◦C was 
applied. This could result from the poor bonding condition caused by the vaporization of bonding wax under high temperature 
and the formation of non-magnetic oxidized 
NdFeB compounds. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
In summary, NdFeB powder-based magnet samples were successfully fabricated with silicon molding and metal mold- ing, 

where bonding wax powder was mixed with the magnetic 

− 

( √          

× 
− 

= 



powder with a 6% weight percentage to consolidate the sample inner structure. For silicon molding, the mold and the compaction 
tool were fabricated with photolithography and the DRIE process. However, due to the fragility of the silicon mold, maximum 
pressure of 10 MPa was applied. An out-of-plane magnetic field of 1000 Oe and a processing 
temperature of 100 ◦C were also applied. SQUID magne- tometer results showed that the as-fabricated sample could 
achieve a magnetic remanence of 0.42 T and an energy product of 38 kJ/m3 after demagnetization field correction. A series of 
cylinder magnet samples with 1/8 in diameter were fabricated under different pressures and temperatures in metal molds. It was 
shown that a higher pressure beyond 100 MPa did not increase the magnetic performance under 
both 100 ◦C and 300 ◦C processes, but 300 ◦C was found as the optimum fabrication temperature. The best sample was 
fabricated under 300 ◦C and 425 MPa delivered a magnetic remanence of 0.54 T and an energy product of 61.7 kJ/m3. 
Considering the achieved small size and decent performance, the samples are potential candidates for MEMS application 
requiring an on-chip magnetic field. Developing sufficient positioning and bonding process flow are still demanded. 
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